Dear educator, thank you for taking part in #tgtour2015! We can't say how happy we are that you
are onboard.
Please know that you have until end of July to run as many workshops or other activities as you
like with the software provided for you.
We hope that this material is helpful to you. Please send us any comments or feedback you might
have regarding to the tour, the workshops or this material to tour@teachergaming.com.
Please tweet and share a photo or something else about your workshop with the hashtag
#tgtour2015. We will then add it to our tour map at tour.teachergaming.com (anonymously just
with your approximate location on it). At the end of our tour the map will show all the tour
workshops teachers have run across the West Coast.
Have fun!

Further resources
TeacherGaming LLC website: www.teachergaming.com
TeacherGaming Tour website: tour.teachergaming.com
TeacherGaming support email: support@teachergaming.com
MinecraftEdu website: www.minecraftedu.com

Platform

MinecraftEdu + ComputerCraftEdu

Group size

As many as the teacher is comfortable with. The World is optimized for
15 individuals or groups

Equipment

Laptop/Surface + mouse for each player, high bandwidth wireless
router for network stability (no internet needed), projector, and
facilitator laptop/Surface

Duration

1h 30min

Physical space

Classroom with some empty space for offline/blended activities

Software

MinecraftEdu installed/Java installed and ComputerCraftEdu mod
installed (tour installer has the needed pieces except Java)

Material

‘Program your friend’ tiles

Structure
Broken into chunks, each consisting of smaller blocks that are meant to bring out a single concept
or point on how to get the most out of your lesson in Minecraft. Descriptions below.

Overall goal
Showing students the usefulness of coding knowledge in a video came (Minecraft). Getting them
familiar with the game and programming while working collaborative around various tasks.
The workshop will teach concepts and skills around following themes: collaboration, problem
solving, programming, math (area & metric system).

General notes
Some students are naturally curious about things like programming and technology. These
students can autonomously explore and try the possibilities of the turtle programming without too
much structure. They may need a place to start.
But some students are not like that and they need much more structure to get going with
something like programming. Try leaving room for both dispositions. You can really leverage from
your students helping each other; so why not encourage some of your students to help the rest of
the group?

Chunk one – Introduction and warm-up
Block

Notes

Time

Topics: Who plays Minecraft? Do you know ComputerCraft? Today we are going
to get Minecraft turtles to do some programming with in an adventure-like map.
Splitting up the groups: who’s already
Minecraft savvy? Place them into
groups with students that have more
limited understanding of the game.
Pairs or groups of three are both ok.

The super Minecraft savvy students
won’t necessarily need a computer for
themselves. They can concentrate on
co-teaching and helping their peers.

Two students on one computer or three students on two computers are good
options both if there are no computers for every student.
Make sure to point out that we are playing collaboratively.

5 – 10 min

Chunk two – Getting to know the game
(Tutorial map in use)
Block

Notes

How to get into the game.

Giving yourself a name - digital identity safe environment - connection between
‘standard’ school work

Connecting to the
multiplayer game - how
the system works - what is
a multiplayer world where
your students can play
together?

Does every student need a laptop - coteaching paradigm

We are working together:
find your pair/group and
make sure that you are
always with them in the
VIRTUAL SPACE.

Starting with the collaboration - first
moving part: your peer - try keeping track
of where he/she is and move together.

Time

‘Follow the blue line*’- use WASD keys and mouse - What is an FPS
game?
Obstacle course - parkour
in Minecraft.

Helping your fellow student - how to
encourage your students to work together
- does everyone need a machine? Coteaching with students? Freeze - button routine creation

Differentiating upwards, puzzles for students who are further ahead,
leaves time for you to help the rest at the obstacle course. Brick yard
door and the actual brick yard - solving problems in Minecraft.
Dig and build area Digging and building in
Minecraft.

Shapes - a differentiating
activity where fast
students and groups can
replicate the shape
around their numbered
group work area.

Leave room for your students to do the
thinking on how to get up to the doors.
Encourage the savvy students to go
around and help their peers in digging and
building, but don’t let them to do it FOR
their peers, just explain how it can be
done.
Ask the groups to pick a number and work
around the shapes within their own area.

10 – 15 min

Possible teleport to
Campgrounds.
Campgrounds / Flat world
- Building your first house
in Minecraft - what
materials you need?

Optionally you can start a new flat world
from the server tool if you prefer a more
spacious and open environment.
Taking up the conversation with your
students about the materials - the first
special challenge of placing that third row
of blocks

Give your students material over the give
The actual assignment:
menu.
Build a house that has a
roof and where you can fit
in yourself.
While your students are building it is good time for you to distribute
the ‘Program your friend’ -tiles to the groups.
Discussion about griefing.

15 min

If a student is griefing, freeze them and
take up the conversation. This is a good
chance to talk about online behavior,
digital property and other related topics.

Freeze your students (if needed) to help them concentrate and move to
the next task.
Taking a look what the
students built!

Leave some time for each student to show
what they’ve made.

Instructions on how to start using MinecraftEdu:
http://services.minecraftedu.com/wiki/Getting_started#Start_using_MinecraftEdu

Illustration 1 In-game give menu

Illustration 2 Server tool give menu

Illustration 3 Teleport stations menu

Illustration 4 MinecraftEdu control scheme

Chunk three – Warm-up for coding
Block

Notes

‘Program your friend’ - gather around in
an empty space and set up a task for
your students to do in groups. For
example getting an object somewhere
and bringing it back etc.

You can have a grid drawn where
each square means a step of you can
ask your students to just count
steps.

The group will then ‘program’ their
friend to do it:
- At first by just ‘remote controlling’ the
programmable student.

Remote controlling and ‘real’
programming are different. Remote
controlling is just simple commands
that you give to the machine one at
a time.
Real programming is giving a
sequence of commands that are
planned in advance. The whole
sequence is performed when you
press play.

After this warm-up you can hand out the
‘program your friend’ tiles if you haven’t
already.

If you don’t have access to a printer,
pen and paper works as well.
Students can draw arrows and other
symbols to program their friends.

Now it’s time to put the commands into
sequence: ask your students to create a
series of commands (place them on the
programming sheet).

Ask your students to say out loud
the commands they are performing.
This prevents them from cheating
when performing the actions.

After the programmer is done with the
sequence, the student being
programmed will perform the program,
just ‘press/say play’. If the program
finishes without task completion - time
to go back to the ‘programming table’.
When the task(s) has been completed by programming your friend it is time to
move back to the computers.
You need to give each student a remote
from the give menu. Press ‘M’ -> Give ->
type in ‘remote’ -> ‘give to all’.

The students actually need to drop
the remote and pick it up or right
click the remote in their inventory
(press ‘e’) to get it working this way.

Time

10 – 15 min

Chunk four – Turtle challenges
Block

Notes

Show your students how to get access to the
turtle and use the remote. Also show them
how to drag and drop tiles to the grid and
press play.

You may have a conversation
with your students what tiles
they’d think the turtle needs or
you can even do this first
program together if/when
working with younger students.

After you have finished the demonstration,
ask them to sit down with their group and
find the turtle pier when the game starts.
Campgrounds/turtle pier - each
student/group will now take a turtle.
Your first task is to create a program to
‘Make a bridge over the small ravine’.
The second task is to staircase/break through
the wall. In this activity you can once more
freeze your students for a brief moment and
show them how to create a loop in the
program.

Time

As you might have notices, the
turtle tiles are the very same
than your students used when
programming their friends. The
‘class’ has changed: it is no
longer ‘friend.’ It’s ‘turtle.’
Two useful loops you might
want to consider are ‘while’ and
‘repeat’.

Freeze your students for demonstration.
After getting over/through the wall your
students will enter an area with group work
spaces.

At this point you can turn on
‘students can build’ option from
the teacher menu.

In this space the task is to create a tower-like
building with robots.

Your students will also need
material to build with. Use the
‘give menu’ to give them some.
They might have something left
from the previous assignment.
Show your students how to
create and ‘save’ a program and
how to then ‘call’ it from your
program/function library as an
embedded program.

Demonstration - good programming
practices - how to split programs into smaller
pieces? Calling functions and using ‘Repeat’loops.
Unfreeze.
Example assignment - create a tower that is
five blocks high and takes up an area of 16
square meters. (Each side of a block is one
square meter.)

Hint to your students if needed:
create one layer of wall as a one
function and/or create one
function for a complete layer of
the tower, then ask the program
to repeat it five times.

Ask your students to inspect each other’s work to make sure the area is correct.

20 min

ComputerCraftEdu challenges
Below you can find some example solutions to the ComputerCraftEdu challenges on the tutorial
map. Remember that these are not the only solutions. In fact, there are no “right” solutions and
hopefully you will see your students create some awesome programs of their own. However, if
some of them are struggling, here are a few solutions you can use to help them getting started!
Challenge 1:
In order to cross the river, we need to build a bridge. Instead of single commands, you can use
loops. Below you will find two example solutions. First one repeats 11 times. Second one repeats
while the turtle detects blocks underneath itself.

Challenge 2:
In challenge 2 you need to get past a wall. The simple solution is to build stairs. Below you can find
two example solutions, again utilizing the ‘Repeat’ and ‘While’ loops.

Extra solution:

You don’t have to go over the wall. Remember, your turtle can dig as well, so why not go through
the wall?
This program first finds the wall with a while-loop, moving forward when it detects nothing in
front of itself. After that, the turtle digs forward and moves into the hole and digs up while it
detects something in front of itself. Remember that your character is two blocks high, so we need
to dig up as well!
Challenge 3:
Building a house is more complicated and that’s why we break it down to smaller chunks. We first
create a program that creates a simple one block high wall. The number on the repeat loop sets
the length of the wall.

Next, to create the first layer of the house we repeat the wall program we just created four times
to make four walls. To embed another program, simply drag it from the icon from your library.
Remember to turn after creating each wall!

Lastly, to build up from the first layer, we need to create one more program. Again, the number of
repeats sets the number of layers create, i.e. the height of the house. Like before, drag the Layerprogram you just created from the library to embed it. After each layer, you need to tell your
turtle to go up one step.

Illustration 5 'For' and 'Repeat' loops used in a program

Illustration 6 'Students Can Build' option in the Player Settings menu

Illustration 7 Programs are created by clicking the outlined 'New' button.
Dragging the disk icon and placing it to the grid lets you embed a program
into another program.

Chunk five – Turtle free build
Block
Last area is a place for your students
to freely use their creativity.

Notes

Time

Some students may not want to keep
on programming their houses and
there’s room for standard free building
too.

Optionally you can ask your students to return to their houses.
Ask your students to incorporate their robots into their structures/houses in
some way.
Here are some topics to get your students going:
 intelligent housing
 drone construction
 security turtles
 redstone operated turtles
 robotic helpers (e.g. vacuuming robot)
Finally leave some time for your
students to showcase their work.

You may fly around as a teacher to
show the house or you can turn off
students can build and ask your
students to meet up at a single group’s
house.
It is also possible for you to ask your
students to prepare a small
presentation and show it from the
teacher computer.

That’s it! Feel free to dig in to other CCEdu features to see all the different
possibilities to use this in your classroom now that your students are familiar
with the basics.

10 – 15 min

